complete theory of T2FLSs (John & Coupland, 2007; Karnik et al, 1999; Lee & Lin, 2005; Mendel, 2001 ). These systems are as an extension of general FLSs (called type-1) which is characterized by IF-THEN rules (Lin & Lee, 1996) . The computation of iT2FLSs is more complex than the T1FLSs because of the antecedent and consequent type-2 fuzzy sets (John & Coupland, 2007; Karnik et al, 1999; Mendel, 2001 ). In our previous results, we successfully constructed the T2FNN to identify the nonlinear system (Lee & Lin, 2005; Lee et al, 2003; . They perform as well as the general T1FNNs, even better. In this section, we first introduce the interval type-2 fuzzy neural network (iT2FNN) systems, a type of fuzzy inference system in neural network structures, followed by the construction of interval type-2 AFMFs (iT2AFMFs) which is used to develop the recurrent interval type-2 fuzzy neural network (RiT2FNN). 
Interval type-2 fuzzy neural network systems
In general, given an system input data set x i , i=1, 2, …, n, and the desired output y p , p=1, 2, …, m, the jth type-2 fuzzy rule has the form (1) where j is the number of rules, j i G represents the linguistic term of the antecedent part, j p w represents the real number of the consequent part; n and m are the numbers of the input and output dimensions, respectively. Based on the iT2FLSs, the construction of multiinputsingle-output (MISO) type of the iT2FNN system is shown in Fig. 1 (Lee & Lin, 2005) .
Obviously, it is a static model and the structure uses interval type-2 fuzzy sets ( G and w ). It can be found that the iT2FNN uses the interval type-2 fuzzy sets and it implements the FLS in a four layer neural network structure. Layer-1 nodes are input nodes representing www.intechopen.com input linguistic variables, and layer-4 nodes are output nodes. The nodes in layer 2 are term nodes that act as T2MFs. All of the layer-3 nodes together formulate a fuzzy rule basis, and the links between layers 3 and 4 function as a connectionist inference engine. Herein, we introduce the iT2FNN system. Layer 1: Input Layer For the ith node of layer 1, the net input and the net output are represented as: (2) where (1) i x represents the ith input to the ith node of layer 1. The subscript i denotes the ith input and the super-script (1) denotes the first layer. Layer 2: Membership Layer In this layer, each node performs a type-2 membership function (T2MF). Two kinds of T2MF are introduced (Liang & Mendel, 2000; Mendel, 2001 ). For case 1-Gaussian MFs with uncertain mean, shown in Fig. 2 (a), we have
Case 2-Gaussian MFs with uncertain variance, shown in Fig. 2(b) , we have (4) where m ij and σ ij represent the center (or mean) and the width (or variance), respectively
The subscript ij indicates the jth term of the ith input O , where j=1, …, M, and the superscript (2) means the secondary layer. Therefore, the output
Layer 3: Rule Layer
In this layer, the operation is chosen as simple PRODUCT operation, i.e.,
where the weights (3) ij w are assumed to be unity, and the subscript j indicates the jth rule, j = 1,…,M, and the super-script (3) means the third layer. Thus, the output (3) ij O is represented as Layer 4: Output Layer Links in this layer are used to implement the consequence matching, type-reduction and defuzzification (Lee & Lin, 2005; Mendel, 2001 (Mendel, 2001) . Then, Subsequently, the computation of
O is similar to the above procedure.
This five-step iterative procedure is called the Karnik-Mendel procedure (Liang & Mendel, 2000; Mendel, 2001) .Thus, the input/output representation of iT2FNN system with uncertain mean is (9) www.intechopen.com
Similarly, the iT2FNN using T2MFs with uncertain variance can be simplified as (Lee & Lin, 2005) (10) 
Construction of interval type-2 asymmetric fuzzy membership functions
The interval T2MFs of the precondition part discussed in this article are of asymmetric type, iT2AFMFs, as described below (see Fig. 3 ). Each MF is replaced by an asymmetric one constructed from parts of four Gaussian functions; that is, each upper and lower MF is constructed by two Gaussian MFs and one segment. Here we use the superscripts (l) and (r) to denote the left and right curves of a Gaussian MF. The parameters of lower and upper MFs are denoted by an underline (_) and bar ( ¯ ), respectively. Thus, the upper MF is constructed as Fig. 3(c) . This introduces the properties of uncertain mean and variance (Karnik et al, 1999) . Additionally, we can construct other iT2AFMFs by tuning the parameters. The corresponding tuning algorithm is derived to improve system accuracy and approximation ability.
3. RiT2FNN-A system and learning 3.1 Network structure of RiT2FNN-A system In this section, the structure of RiT2FNN-A system is introduced. The MISO case I considered here for convenience. The proposed RiT2FNN-A is modified and extended from previous results of literature (Juang, 2002; Karnik et al, 1999; Lee & Lin, 2005; Lin & Ho, 2005) . It uses the interval asymmetric type-2 fuzzy sets and it implements the FLS in a five-layer neural network structure which contains four-layer forward network and a feedback layer. Layer-1 nodes are input nodes representing input linguistic variables, www.intechopen.com and layer-4 nodes are output nodes representing output linguistic variables. The nodes in layer 2 are term nodes that act as MFs, where each membership node is responsible for mapping an input linguistic variable into a corresponding linguistic value for that variable. All of the layer-3 nodes together formulate a fuzzy rule basis, and the links between layers 3 and 4 function as a connectionist inference engine. The rule nodes reside in layer 3, and layer 5 is the recurrent part in type-2 fuzzy sets. In general, given system input data x i , i = 1, 2,…, n, the internal variables g j , j = 1, 2,…, M, and the desired output y p , p = 1, 2,…, m, the jth type-2 fuzzy rule for RiT2FNN-A has the form: (14) where G represents the linguistic term of the antecedent part, w and a represents the interval real number of the consequent part; and M is the total rule number. Here the fuzzy MFs of the antecedent part G are of iT2AFMFs, which represent the different from typical Gaussian MFs. The diagram of RiT2FNN-A is shown in Fig. 4 . Below we indicate the signal propagation and the operation functions of the nodes in each layer. In the following description,
O denotes the ith output of a node in the lth layer. x represents the ith input to the jth node. Obviously, the nodes in this layer only transmit input values to the next layer directly. Layer 2: Membership Layer In layer 2, each node performs an iT2AFMF introduced by (11)-(13) (shown in Fig. 3 ). The following simplified notation is adopted
It is clear that there are two parts in this layer, regular nodes and feedback nodes. Their input are
(1) j O and g j (k). Therefore, for network input x i , the output is
For internal or feedback variable g j ,
where the subscript ij indicates the jth term of the ith input 
where μ (⋅) and μ (⋅) are the lower and upper membership grades of G (⋅), respectively.
Therefore, a simple product operation is used. Then, for the jth input rule node:
where weights (Karnik et al, 1999; Mendel, 2001) . Modifying from the Karnik-Mendel procedure (Karnik et al, 1999; Mendel, 2001) , let
Note that the normalization ( O and the maximum of (4) O should be calculated; which therefore simplifies the type-reduction computation.
Finally, the crisp output is (29)

Layer 5: Feedback Layer
This layer contains the context nodes, which is used to produce the internal variable
Each rule is associated with a particular internal variable. Hence, the number of the context nodes is equal to the number of rules. The same operations (type-reduction and defuzzifcation) as layer 4 are performed here. Note that the delayed value of g j is fed into layer 2, and it acts as an input variable to the precondition part of a rule. Each fuzzy rule has the corresponding internal variable g j which is used to decide the influence degree of temporal history to the current rule.
Learning algorithm for RiT2FNN-A
The gradient descent method is adopted to derive learning algorithm of the RiT2FNN-A system. For clarification, we consider the single-output system and define the error cost function as (35) where y d is the desired output and ŷ is the RiT2FNN-A's output. Using the gradient descent algorithm, the parameters updated law is (36) in which η is the learning rate ( 0 <η ≤ 1 ).
are 
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By the gradient method, we derive the parameters update laws. Consider equations (24), (25), and (29), the output of RiT2FNN-A is rewritten as (45) From equations (36) and (44), our major work is to find the partial derivation of RiT2FNN-A with respect to each parameter which can be obtained using the chain rule. We will show the update rule of W w and W only. Other parameter's updated rule can be derived the same way and are omitted.
where f L j , and f R j , are introduced previously in (26) and (27), and η w is the corresponding learning rate. Note that are recurrent factors and equal to zero initially and are reset to zero after a period of time.
is the recurrent weighting factor. By using the Lyapunov stability approach, we have the following convergence theorem. Theorem 1: Let be the learning rates of the tuning parameters for RiT2FNNA The asymptotic convergence of RiT2FNN-A is guaranteed if proper learning rates are chosen satisfying the following condition (50) where www.intechopen.com
Proof: First, we define the Lyapunov function as follows: (51) where ŷ (k) is RIT2FNN-A's system output, y d (k) is desired output and e(k) denotes the approximated error. Thus, the change of V (k) is (52) The error difference due to the learning can be represented by 
System identification using RiT2FNN-A system
Consider the following non-linear system (55) where u and y d are systematic input and output; function f(.) is the unknown function which is approximated by the RiT2FNN-A. And then m and n are all positive integer number. Here, the series-parallel training scheme is adopted, as shown in Fig. 7 . The approximated error is defined as follows (56) where ŷ (k) denotes the RiT2FNN-A's output. Clearly, the inputs of RiT2FNN-A are contro input u and system past input y d (k-1). If a static network system (or feed-forward neural network) is used, such as, neural network, fuzzy neural network, T2FNN, T2FNN-A, the input number of n+m should be used. This is due to the dynamic property (feedback layer) of RiT2FNN-A system. In general, the following Training-Mean-Square-Error (TMSE) is adopted to be the performance index. (57) where N is the number of training pattern. In this article, the following nonlinear chaotic system is considered (58) where P=1.4 and Q=0.3. The feed-forward type-2 fuzzy neural network-T2FNN and T2FNN-A, are used to have comparisons in nonlinear system identification for illustrating the performance of RiT2FNNA. It is clear that the feed-forward T2FNN with three input nodes for feeding appropriate past values of yd and u were used. In this article, only two values, y d (k-1) and u(k), are fed into the RiT2FNN-A to predict the system output. In training the RiT2FNN-A, we first randomly choose the training data (1000 pairs) from system over the interval [-1.5 1.5]. Then, the RiT2FNN-A is used to approximate the chaotic system. In this simulation, we use 3 rules to construct the RiT2FNN-A. Learning rate is selected as 0.1. The simulation results are described in Figs. 8 and 9 . Figure 8(a) shows the phase plane of this chaotic system, whereas Fig. 8(b) shows the result of RiT2FNN-A system after training Obviously, the iT2AFMFs are obtained for better performance. In order to make sure RiT2FNN-A system to be stable in training, we need to check the condition (50). Figure 11 shows the values of www.intechopen.com which were introduced previously in (50), the stable condition hold if β<2. Obviously, condition (50) holds in training epochs. 
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This simulation demonstrates that the RiT2FNN-A has the smaller network structure for identification. In addition, we observe that the identification error of the RiT2FNN-A is less than that of T2FNN-A for each epoch. Table 1 . Comparison results of network structure, rule number, parameter number, and TMSE. Table 1 shows the comparison results of network structure, rule number, parameter number, and TMSE. Obviously, the asymmetric MFs improve the approximation accuracy of the iT2FLSs. On the other hand, for a given approximation accuracy, RiT2FNN-A can achieve by using less fuzzy rules and tuning parameters with simplified structure.
Conclusion
This article has introduced a novel recurrent interval type-2 fuzzy neural network with asymmetric membership functions, which utilizes Lyapunov stability theorem to prove the stability of the system. The novel RiT2FNN-A use the interval asymmetric type-2 fuzzy sets implements the FLS in a five-layer neural network structure which contains four layer forward network and a feedback layer. According to the Lyapunov theorem and gradient descent method, the convergence of RiT2FNN-A is guaranteed and the corresponding learning algorithm is derived. Moreover, the RIT2FNN-A capability to temporarily store information allowed us to extend the application domain to include temporal problem. In application, We have found that the proposed RiT2FNN-A can use a smaller network structure and a small number of tuning parameters than the feed-forward fuzzy neural networks to obtain similar or better performance. It can successfully also approximate to a dynamic system mapping as accurately as desired.
